CHAPTER 9 - The Dog Daisy
KRIS' OFFICIAL STATEMENT
What is wrong with the Jews? I am a proud anti-Nazi traditional Jew. In
my defence - Jewish people hate other Jews, and, all Jewish people have
lots of clothes.
What Rowan said I don't care because I am hard as fuck. You didn't even
spell Jews right1. Jewish cunt! Also I am not a real doctor, sorry about
that.

Think about that, it actually makes sense. Why do
Jewish people invite other Jewish people to
Barmitzvahs? Because they hate them. Why do they
go? To prove they can do it.
"So" Grue Kurt begins..
"Does Joey Riot have longsquared predivision?"
"No." says the senior Grue official.
"Does he have actual timestop?"
"No."
"Does he have an electron bomb which destroys the nearest 16 billion solar
galaxies2?"
"No, he's too short."
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(Gooze)
Galaxies with stars in.
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A CONVERSATION KRIS KNEW WOULD BE IN THE BOOK
What Rowan said How many private concentration camps do you have in
space mate, like you said? It's for the book.
What Kris said 14 million billion billion billion trillion and three.
Is this just an excuse? Yes. Did Rowan type this? No. By the way I did type
it and I am a rabbi. Confused? Jealous? Me too3.

"Does he have stormed troops? You know what, this list can fuck off."
"No, he does not have stormed troops, sir."
"Fine. Million year leaps without accelerations?"
"No."
"Does he have any knowledge of god sciences or extroterrosism?"
"Er, no."
"Finally. So, mister assistant chief of staff, how essential to our disposal of
Joey Riot is construction of a mech base in the Highlands?"
"Zero per cent."
"I've been mainly makin' music really." - a Joey Riot quote.
Grue Kurt then goes on to discuss the specifics of mech design.
"Here, Terry. Make a note to install a 0.1 second delay on the trigger for the
scattershot, if installed alongside a main AC. This will aid morale."
"Yes, sir."
He makes a note with a 9 inch pencil on some paper.
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I'm the guy that was sacked for beating my rabbi hat to a pulp, while not
listening to music. Let's just say I'm confident.
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Grue Kurt goes on to have a technical discussion with Grue Terry on the
superior properties of white and yellow lasers over the normally used red
and green - although white is never used, as it looks like shit.
"Who wants a yellow mech anyway?" Grue Kurt says.
"Humans!" Terry says.
You both laugh out loud!
"Mechs are so miniatorially4 microsocopic.." Kurt says.
"I wish I could vomit."
Terry says nothing - he is working on his notes, leafing through the pages,
and making some sketches.
He pauses.
"If we introduce mechs then we would probably make a Scottish mech film
and people would fight us but we wouldn't find out." he says, and chuckles.
Grue Kurt grins and calls Terry a poof.
"Also, we should kill all other Jews, because we can. Hahaha. Let's design
some tech first relating to cylinders. Cars that run on legs oh we did that last
night. I'm bored. Lol."

hOW hARD aRE gRUES iN rEAL lIFE?
FACT: they took 14 weeks to decide whether to kill all Jews first despite
being so hard that they didn't care a fuck about it or to build a mech base
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A word the grue invented, meaning, 'related to minotaurs'.
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first holding 1,400 Atlas class mechs to keep and not use, just so that they
could paint the letters S.S.U.A. on in big letters themselves.
FACT: they are hard enough to find the concept of sexual pleasure quite
funny, even if it was a Geordie that was raped by a woman - it just makes
them laugh. Hmm! That does sound interesting? Boring!
FACT: 29 grue once flew to the sun for a fight. They flew right to the core
and started battering it with their fists. The suns core killed 20 of the 29
grue only, then got battered. They relit the core for a joke, then flew off.
They thought about 20 would be killed, they were just doing it to find out
the grue kill rate of the Sun, for personal knowledge, because it was funny.
Grues do not get suicidal - see fact number 2 in this list. lol. Hardness.
FACT: I once killed 29 grue in a fight! It is safe for me to put this in the book
because of what I showed them - that I am Nigerian. I remember that day! I
still do not know how they died, but perhaps, perhaps no-one will ever find
out56.
FACT: grue are 98.7 times heavier than rock per cubic metre.
Do they have strong hands? Yes - see this… (not standing on ground)
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Because you have disgusting black skin from Kris.
I know.
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hEY wait let us do our stuff now like you agreed from Peter Griffin's mates
including Peter Griffin Brian Stewie we were not allowed to bring stewie in
why the fuck not whats wrong with fucking small men. we don’t do that by
the way neither me or peter. hi, im quagmire and rowans father steven was
my best man at my wedding to myself because I am a paedophile. rowan also
gatecrashed my wedding and found out that brian was there so brian shot
him with a gun because brian hates all white quote 'I hate other dogs as well'
rowan fucked me in the ass last night brian continued - he didn't even ask. he
wasn't there man, he wasn't really there.
stewie arrives in the scene just in time to say that no brian wasn't lying and
didn't shoot rowan for being a dog either. then rowan was shot at by his
mates
why didn't he do it?
he did.
no he didn't brian. you shot him for a joke.
so what? im a dog, right? yeah right?
"I suggest you all to fuck off im doing a one-word sketch"
cool
stewie said that thanks mate thanks I wonder what word ih??
ih??
they knew it was word7 before they did it.
peter was shot.
stewie was not touched, but kept quiet about fuck off.
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yes thanks bollocks
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brian is played by a woman actress a jewish whore.
nice joke. my character is a dog, man.
fair play.
FUCK YOU TOO.
EVERYONE SAYS IN THE WORLD THEY WOULD EASILY KILL US WITH… HMM
YOU WITH A KNIFE. SO WHAT? WHO CARES
FUCK YOU MAN. IM JESUS TOO - TO CLARIFY QUAGMIRE SAID THIS
THEN GET LAID, PAEDO - BUT ROWAN SAID THIS.8
.rowan calmed down at the end of the sketch to say that peter ate a baby, his
own baby. poor stewie. and brian is a cat.
woah thanks for your time

hOW hARD aRE gRUES mADE?

THE REST OF THE BOOK WAS CUT BECAUSE PETER SAID THAT ROWAN IS
SHIT AND SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN ALLOWED TO LIKE, TOUCH A QUOTE
SINGLE BOOK IN HIS LIFE. EVER. THE END. NICE ENDING ROWAN THANKS A
LOT.
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It's only one line that went wrong, so fuck off. Fuck everyone in the world.
Fuck off and die. Now. Please quick. Pls. Fuck woah. Thanks.
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